Feminist proposals for a just, equitable and sustainable post-COVID-19 economic recovery

The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed systemic and entrenched inequalities at the global level. Although governments, international institutions and other actors have responded rapidly to the pandemic, such responses have primarily resulted in ‘quick fixes’. Meanwhile feminist proposals for a truly transformative economic recovery have largely remained unheard.

Against this backdrop, feminists worldwide are devising and calling for alternative solutions in key macroeconomic policy areas. By centring the voices of these often-overlooked actors – feminist economists, feminist and women’s rights organisations and feminist networks in the Global South – this briefing highlights alternative proposals on transformative responses for a post-pandemic economic recovery. It concludes by proposing a new macroeconomic model for a just, equitable and sustainable post-COVID-19 recovery.

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed longstanding structural inequalities and revealed the centrality of women’s role as front-line responders, at-risk workers, and providers of unpaid care. If economic recovery is to be equitable and inclusive, a fundamental re-think will be needed around the kind of policy choices that are made and, crucially, whose voices are heard in the process.

This briefing is intended to contribute to this process by bringing together proposals by actors that are so often overlooked: feminist economists, feminist and women’s rights organisations and feminist networks in the Global South, as well as related global coalitions and alliances. Many are the result of substantial collaboration across continents (see for example Box 1). The policy areas examined here include investing in care, decent work, reprioritising government spending, raising revenue, meaningful engagement with feminist organisations and networks, global economic governance and the economic policy goals that could facilitate transformative change, with a compilation of core demands for each. In the briefing, each organisation making a proposal is named both to allow for further research, but also to ensure that credit is given and ideas acknowledged in the hope that we can amplify voices rather than
taking over precious policy space. A list of the key statements from these actors, setting out these policy demands, can also be found in the Annex. Proposals from international institutions and organisations are also included, where these reflect feminist demands.

By collating these proposals, we provide an indication of the wealth of feminist alternatives that exist, as well as providing a resource for other feminists advocating for change. This briefing is in no way exhaustive, with new publications, statements and events continuing to generate new ideas all the time – and highlighting the importance of transformative change if a just, equitable and sustainable economic recovery is to be achieved.

**Box 1: A collective feminist response to COVID-19**

More than sixty feminist organisations, coalitions, and activists from all over the world have come together to develop a collective resource platform and to frame Principles for a Feminist Response to COVID-19. These principles state that COVID-19 responses must:

- Centre the well-being of all people in an intersectional manner.
- Ensure the health and safety of all, including ensuring sexual and reproductive health and rights.
- Promote a comprehensive paradigm shift, relying on adequate and equitable financing.
- Be based on and strengthen democratic values.
- Be a down payment on a just and equitable transition towards an equal and healthy planet.
- Be guided by cooperation, multilateralism and global justice.

You can find the full list of contributors here.

### 2. Investing in Care

Investment in the care economy is now more urgent than ever, with government funding needed for good quality, accessible and universal public services, universal social protection and recognition of unpaid care work across all economic policymaking.

#### 2.1 Recognising women’s unpaid and underpaid care work

COVID-19 has increased understanding of the importance of the care economy, including the provision of health services, education, childcare, aged care and disability support. Currently, this care economy depends on women’s underpaid and unpaid work. As the Asia Pacific Regional Civil Society Organisations Engagement Mechanism contends,
“A gender just society can only happen when economic activities no longer rely on devaluation of women’s work as a source of competitive advantage, when women’s unpaid care work is no longer used as rationalisation of social safety nets and essential public services, and when the true value of women’s unpaid care work is fully recognised, supported by the State and redistributed.”

The Spotlight Report (published by a broad range of civil society organisations including Development Alternatives with Women for a New Era, or DAWN) notes that, in this context, “a recognition of the essentiality of care should foster a process of transformation in the way in which it is socially addressed.” Moreover, recovery and resilience demand a major investment in care: International Monetary Fund (IMF) research concludes that a spend of 1 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) on care can create 33 million jobs, and research from the UK shows that investment in care can create 2.7 times more jobs than the same investment in infrastructure, including construction.

The pandemic has also exposed society's dependence on essential workers in the care sector and the need to ensure decent work in care. New emerging evidence also shows women who remain in employment during the pandemic are juggling work and care, with their care obligations forcing them to cut down on paid working hours or to extend total working hours (paid and unpaid) to unsustainable levels.

Policy proposals

The Association for Women’s Rights in Development (AWID) advocates for states to adopt “a systematic approach to care, investing in care infrastructure and services, and ensuring decent labour conditions for those employed in care sectors such as childcare, elderly care, health, housing, water, and sanitation”. Likewise, the Spotlight Report contends,

“expanding horizons of equal care arrangements, allocating public resources to building care infrastructure and recognizing and strengthening community care arrangements are essential elements in any process of building a different way out of the current global crisis.”

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement (signed by 340 different African organisations and individuals) calls for recognition of “the economic, social, political and cultural value of the care economy – where the provisioning of care goods and services to households and the economy is predominantly through women’s invisibilized, unpaid and domestic labour, but also in many forms of popular/horizon [informal] sector, migrant and public sector jobs that are precarious, badly paid and without labour protections”. The statement demands policies that recognise the centrality of care work for health systems and the economy and that support measures for a resilient care sector.
International Women’s Rights Action Watch Asia Pacific (IWRAW AP) calls for prioritising services in the care economy in stimulus or bailouts for particular industries, or in decisions about reopening.9

WoMin, a pan-African ecofeminist alliance, advocates for governments to “recognise, validate and support women’s care work in and through the pandemic”, including the payment of cash transfers to caregivers to recognise and compensate their labour.10

The #AllWomenWork Global Campaign Statement (endorsed by over 160 organisations and networks worldwide including feminist organisations) calls on governments to develop a system-wide approach to the care economy by investing in care infrastructure and institutions and ensuring decent work conditions for all workers across the care sectors. Alongside this, the statement calls for governments to ensure quality, accessible and universal public services and universal social protection to liberate women “from an inequitable and unsustainable unpaid care work burden”.11

The European Women’s Lobby (EWL) advocates for the care economy to be put at the centre of a sustainable, feminist economic model, noting the huge potential for job creation and the opportunity to improve working conditions, particularly in the care and health sector. The EWL calls on the European Union to adopt a Care Deal for Europe.12

The International Women’s Development Agency (IWDA) calls for investment “in programs aimed at changing the norms underlying gendered roles and responsibilities related to paid and unpaid work” as part of COVID-19 response, together with “investment in infrastructure and technology which reduces the labour and time required for unpaid care and domestic work”.13

The Feminisms and Degrowth Alliance’s statement on the COVID-19 pandemic (written collaboratively by 40 activists and scholars) advocates for “a caring economy that democratises all dimensions of life, delinks livelihood security from wage-work, equitably revalues both paid and unpaid care work and promotes its gender-just redistribution, for example by the means of a universal basic income and a care income”.14

In an open letter in March 2020, the Global Women’s Strike (GWS) and Women of Colour GWS demanded a care income for those of every gender who “care for people, the urban and rural environment, and the natural world”.15

Public Services International (PSI) has advocated for a new approach to care, which sees care as a human need and a human right, and which re-values the role of care in societies, care work and care public services. These demands necessitate that public services be placed in public hands, and PSI proposes such a move can be funded through a new approach to taxation, including extra taxes for IT companies and a minimum 25 per cent taxation rate for corporations (see further detail in taxation section below).16
The Tax and Gender Working Group - part of the Global Alliance for Tax Justice (GATJ) - notes that the pandemic has demonstrated the need to redress discriminatory tax laws, especially those that already use women’s high levels of unpaid work as a basis to confer tax benefits on spouses/partners. The Working Group also calls for “progressive redistributive tax and fiscal systems that take into account all forms of unpaid work to reduce inequalities and prioritize public funding of social services and infrastructure and social protection through the life course, at least for all who live within 25% of local poverty levels”.

The International Network for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights’ (ESCR-Net) Global Call to Action, in response to the COVID-19 and endorsed by 135 members and 40 allies from over 60 countries, calls for the creation of “universal systems for the public provision of care, ensuring its recognition and fair distribution to address gender inequality and discrimination, supporting responsive and sustainable community-based care networks”.

On the International Day of Care on 29 October 2020, the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC), UNI Global Union, PSI, Education International, International Domestic Workers Federation, and Women in Informal Employment: Globalizing and Organizing (WIEGO), released a joint statement calling for “investments in care for building more inclusive, accessible, resilient, and caring economies”. Demands included calling for governments to invest in high-quality and gender-responsive public health and care programmes, including social services like mental health, childcare and early childhood education, and aged care; protect rights to freedom of association and collective bargaining for both formal and informal care workers; fund universal, gender-responsive social protection regardless of employment or migration status, gender identity or sexual orientation racialisation or disability.

At a high-level virtual meeting in May 2020, the International Labour Organization (ILO), UN Women and the European Union called on G7 nations to put in place measures to promote gender equality amid the COVID-19 crisis including designing economic recovery packages that recognise and place a value on unpaid care work and care jobs and provide adequate levels of quality childcare. Time-use surveys have also been used to direct policy in some countries, including Uruguay and Finland. These are likely to gain prominence with the pandemic and renewed interest in how people are spending their time.

The #HowICare Campaign is led by Promundo and Oxfam as an international project of MenCare, active in more than 55 countries. Key demands include strengthening and expanding workers’ protections to include caregiving needs; equal, fully paid, non-transferable parental leave for all parents; immediate action to ensure that existing childcare infrastructure survives the COVID-19 pandemic; challenging and changing harmful norms and sexist beliefs, particularly when it comes to the notion of care being women’s responsibility alone; and social protection programmes to support caregivers and recognise care as work.

The ILO calls for more time and money to care, which
“requires prioritizing public investments in infrastructure, social protection and public care services, including in rural and informal settings, to redistribute unpaid care work and free women’s time. An issue requiring urgent attention as a matter of justice and efficiency is the improvement of the working conditions, including wages, and representation rights of workers in essential care services. In this context, proper valuation of women’s work in essential services, which is being supported by the Equal Pay International Coalition, is essential”.25

ITUC is calling for investment in all public health and care, encompassing mental health, childcare, early childhood education, elderly care and other social care services; the creation of millions of decent, green jobs in health, care and early childhood education; the right to freedom of association and to collective bargaining for all care workers, whether in the formal or informal economy; and decent pay and working conditions, including equal pay for work of equal value for all care workers.26

2.2 Public services

Central to strengthening the care economy is the provision of universally accessible, gender-transformative public services that are publicly funded and publicly managed. The pandemic has revealed the urgent need for investment in quality public services for all and has highlighted the problems with widespread privatisation of services, particularly health services. As the African Women's Development and Communication Network (FEMNET) argues, “healthcare requires proper investment horizontally in a way only the public sector can provide”.27

New research shows IMF funding agreements have been holding down public spending by imposing unnecessarily low inflation targets in 80 per cent of countries and deficit targets in 96 per cent of countries, and by freezing or cutting public sector wage bills in 78 per cent of countries, such that most governments cannot employ more teachers, doctors, nurses or care workers. In fact, several countries spend more in debt servicing than on education and health combined.28

Policy proposals

The Spotlight Report calls for public services to be “re-empowered in a context where there has been decades of deliberate erosion through budget cuts, privatization and understaffing of these services”.29 The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement calls for the decommodification and institution of basic universal access to land, water, food, healthcare, education, housing, sanitation, electricity and information technologies.30

Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) demands healthcare be recognised as a public right and public interest beyond the current crisis, arguing that the pandemic has shown this is possible. For example, Spain has temporarily nationalised all private hospitals and healthcare providers.31 The wave of remunicipalisations in more than 2,400 cities in 58 countries shows how possible it is to bring services back into public control.32
On the basis of a review of 56 countries, ActionAid calls for states to adopt expansionary macroeconomic policies, resist IMF pressure for austerity and pursue counter-cyclical investments in gender-responsive public services.33

The Asian Peoples' Movement on Debt and Development (APMDD) also demands that governments implement fiscal spending policies that invest in public capacity to care through quality public services for all.34 A civil society statement (endorsed by over 500 organisations and individuals including feminist organisations), calling on the IMF to stop promoting austerity, includes a demand that the IMF systematically support governments to restructure their debts so that they can prioritise investments in quality public services.35

IWRAW AP also calls for investment in quality, accessible, gender-sensitive fundamental public services, including water and sanitation infrastructure, sexual and reproductive health services, safely reopened schools and universal, free childcare.36 The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group (a global group of researchers, health practitioners, policy actors, and advocates on women's rights and COVID-19) also recommends universally accessible, free childcare as well as long-term eldercare.37

Friends of the Earth calls for the revitalisation and restoration of the control of public services to public ownership: “Public services are not merchandise, they need to be in the hands of the State, municipalities, cooperatives, but they must also be public and cannot be organised on a profit basis”.38

WoMin and the Committee for the Abolition of Illegitimate Debt (CADTM) demand that “development policy priorities should focus on expanding essential public services under citizen control, promoting food and energy sovereignty, and respecting the rights to land and natural resources of women, peasants, indigenous communities”. Alongside this, public-private partnerships (PPPs) and the further privatisation of public services and assets should be rejected.39

The Women’s Major Group’s recommendations for a just, equal and sustainable transition to a better future for all, both during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic, call on governments to refrain from implementing austerity measures, especially those related to social programmes and public services, and to end privatisation of public services.40

The Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development also warns against post-COVID-19 austerity measures for developing countries, noting that “austerity-driven cuts to public service budgets have negative impacts particularly to women as less access to public services has also meant an increase in unpaid domestic and care work carried out by women as they assume responsibilities, such as care for the sick or elderly”.41
PSI advocates for measures needed to make public services gender-responsive. This includes redressing the historical gendered division of labour that places the burden of unpaid care predominantly on women and girls, and providing public services that specifically address the needs of women and girls and the intersectional nature of discrimination.\(^\text{42}\) PSI has called for a new approach to care that demands public services be in public hands, funded through a new approach to taxation (see above as well as taxation section below).\(^\text{43}\)

A recent report by Gender Action calls for international financial institutions (IFIs) to sustainably support public goods that genuinely improve the lives of poor women, men and sexual and gender minorities, based on analysis of gender policies and gender-sensitivity of IFIs’ Environmental and Social Frameworks (ESFs). The report presses IFIs to improve their gender policies and the gender-sensitivity of their ESFs.\(^\text{44}\)

The European Network on Debt and Development (Eurodad) advocates for development financial institutions (DFIs) to refrain from investments that may further contribute to the privatisation and commercialisation of public services such as health and education.\(^\text{45}\)

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement notes the need for the reinvigoration of the role of states, which has been hollowed out following the introduction of structural adjustment programmes. It highlights that “Public-Private Partnerships have dangerously obscured the role of states and created undemocratic hierarchies of access resulting from user fees”.\(^\text{46}\) The statement continues, “[t]his is a decisive moment and opportunity for African states to not only rebuild their administrative and resource capacity to deliver social services, but also recover their standing in the eyes of African people.”\(^\text{47}\)

The Women’s Major Group also calls for “ending or readjusting PPPs so that governments can provide life-saving essential public services, in a rights-based manner that promotes gender equality and justice over profit”.\(^\text{48}\)

ActionAid calls for governments to focus on rebuilding the national social contract around public services and move away from privatisation and PPPs, including by refusing to accept loans or grants from any source that contributes to privatisation of public services.\(^\text{49}\)

### 2.3 Social protection systems

Social protection systems are also part of the care economy, ensuring basic income for all those eligible. In response to the pandemic, many governments have focused on social protection schemes.

**Policy proposals**

The We Rise Coalition – a Fiji women’s rights coalition made up of seven feminist organisations from the Pacific region – have published a fact sheet outlining feminist social protection principles in the context of COVID-19: universal coverage (providing
basic safety nets and services for everyone including informal workers and immigrants, through non-contributory schemes), which are accessible to all (well designed and publicised with information in accessible formats), well-funded and shaped by gender-responsive budgeting and planning. It should also be targeted and impactful (focused on reaching those who need it most and measuring impact with disaggregated data), balancing short- and long-term needs, and supporting the sharing of South-South feminist experience and knowledge. This fact sheet also includes examples of innovative social protection responses to the pandemic.50

The Women’s Major Group calls for extension of and increased funding for social protection, especially for informal workers and women who have been excluded from such programmes, as well as a more just and equitable financial order in order to enable governments to adequately finance public services and robust social protection systems.51 Other demands from the Women’s Major Group include avoiding reductions in spending on non-contributory social protection mechanisms as well as removing discrimination against gender non-binary people in accessing social protection programmes.52

The Statement on Rights at the Intersection of Gender and Disability during COVID-19, led by Women Enabled International in consultation with regional and national partners, calls on states to ensure that women and girls with disabilities have access to social protection measures to ensure an adequate standard of living and that social protection goes directly to these individuals rather than to families or partners.53

WIEGO’s first rapid assessment of the situation of informal workers in the context of COVID-19 recommended that,

“responses to secure incomes must include longer-term inclusion into social protection systems, while simultaneously supporting livelihood recovery tailored to the needs of different groups of workers in the informal economy and ensuring the inclusion of the most vulnerable. This will require creative collaboration between governments and organizations of informal workers”.54

ITUC is leading the call for a global social protection fund to “kickstart national social protection systems” funded by an increase in overseas development assistance commitments, corporation taxes including a tax on financial transactions and contributions from IFIs.55 They are calling for universal, gender-responsive social protection available to all workers regardless of employment status or migrant status, race, disability, gender identity or sexual orientation.56 ITUC is also advocating for a fund with a five-year guarantee for the poorest countries to avoid destitution, build jobs and ensure resilience.57 This demand for a global social protection fund is supported by groups such as the Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development.58

The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group recommends special stimulus funds “for high risk groups, such as those who are not eligible under existing government schemes, are disproportionately experiencing financial hardship and poverty, and
already face barriers to accessing their rights to health, safety, independence and education”.59

The ESCR-Net Global Call to Action calls for the adoption of comprehensive social protection systems, such as universal basic income, non-contributory schemes and other measures beyond emergency relief.60

3. Providing decent work

A just economic recovery must include decent work for women. Women are already heavily concentrated in informal employment with little recourse to labour regulations or social protection. Furthermore, women make up 70 percent of health and social sector workers, who are at a health higher risk in the COVID-19 pandemic than other workers.61

Research by the ILO reveals that the COVID-19 economic downturn is likely to hit women hardest, given sectors overexposed to the collapse in economic activity absorb a sizeable share of women’s employment. The ILO has rated four sectors as being at high risk of severe COVID-19 impact in terms of job losses and a decline in working hours. In 2020, 527 million women, representing 41 per cent of total women’s employment, are employed in these sectors.62 Of the 740 million women working in the informal economy, 42 per cent are found in the above-mentioned high-risk sectors.63

Policy proposals

AWID calls for states to ratify the ILO Convention 190 on Violence and Harassment and address the barriers that “prevent people from accessing employment, compensation, recovery, and other financial packages including recognizing sex work as work and fully decriminalizing it; recognizing the household as a workplace and securing the human labour rights of domestic workers; and securing the rights and freedom of movement of migrant and undocumented workers”.64 The #AllWomenWork Global Campaign Statement demands governments to “end the marginalisation and criminalisation of informal workers, and instead acknowledge, promote and value their critical roles in the economy”.65

The Women’s Major Group also calls for decent work, living wages, and safe physical work environments for all workers, including domestic and care workers, informal sector workers, migrant workers, and sex workers who are inadequately included in current systems, as part of post-COVID-19 reforms.66

The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group echoes this call for support for “women in female dominated economic sectors particularly hard hit by the pandemic as well as historically marginalized women workers, such as Indigenous women and sex workers”.67
ActionAid advocates for removing public sector wage constraints and increased investment in non-military public sector personnel, with a focus on increasing the number of nurses, doctors and care workers.68

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement describes how African economies are predicated on the invisibilised informal (or rather, “popular” or “horizon”) economy, largely driven by the labour of women. This statement demands that states re-orient economic models to recognise this, including that GDP and GNP are ineffective measures of the enterprise that occurs in this sector. It calls for all workers to be guaranteed a dignified wage, safety protections in their workspace and paid sick leave.69

WIEGO demands that “the principle of ‘Do No Harm’ must extend to informal livelihoods. It is critical at this time that governments do not use the health crisis as an excuse to threaten the policy gains, relationships, contracts, structures and infrastructure, which informal workers have built up over the years to better secure their incomes”.70

A statement coordinated by the Feminist Alliance for Rights, and endorsed by more than 1600 individuals and women’s networks and organisations from more than 100 countries, demands states modify sick leave, parental and care leave and personal time-off policies, and direct businesses to invite employees to work remotely on the same financial conditions as agreed prior to pandemic.71

The International Domestic Workers Federation has developed recommendations for governments to incorporate both formal and informal domestic workers into social security plans and benefits, unemployment insurance, universal income and an immediate relief bonus. Calls to treat domestic work as work and to respect and enforce the labour rights of domestic workers have important implications for the post-COVID recovery.72 Sara Stevano, a feminist economist at SOAS University of London proposes that states should permanently adopt the classification of “essential worker” and move towards a global definition, not just as an issue of terminology but a demand for equal pay and labour rights for essential workers, including migrant workers.73

ITUC calls for decent work to be at the centre of building a new global economy “that puts people first”, advocating for income protection, minimum living wages and basic income for those in the informal economy.74 In the context of their investment in care campaign, ITUC calls for decent pay and working conditions, including equal pay for work of equal value, training opportunities, occupational health and safety and equity and non-discrimination in recruitment, retention, access to training and promotion opportunities.75

The ILO recommends that countries consider joining the Equal Pay International Coalition to support pay equity, and that the post-COVID-19 recovery focus on freedom from discrimination and stereotypes at work, in line with the ILO Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention of 1958 (No. 111) and the Equal
Remuneration Convention of 1951 (No. 100). ILO is also calling for improvement of the working conditions, including wages and representation rights of workers in essential care services.

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) offers policy responses to the COVID-19 pandemic that include measures to support informal workers including extending unemployment benefits to “non-standard workers.”

Meanwhile, the United Nations (UN) calls for basic social protection to be extended to informal workers.

### 4. Reprioritisation of government spending

Promoting a just recovery will require governments to ensure that existing resources are spent wisely, in ways that promote women’s rights.

#### 4.1 Funding for gender equality and women’s rights

COVID-19 recovery plans should reprioritise government spending to include increased funding for gender equality and women’s rights, collecting disaggregated data and undertaking intersectional analyses to track the impact of spending decisions on the lives of women in all their diversity.

**Policy proposals**

**Direct funding for women’s rights organisations and movements**

The Count Me In Consortium – a joint initiative led by Mama Cash, including the sex worker-led Red Umbrella Fund (RUF), Creating Resources for Empowerment in Action (CREA), AWID, Just Associates (JASS) and Urgent Action Fund Africa – demands that governments and funders ensure that women’s rights and gender equality are at the centre of plans to address the pandemic, including channelling rapid-response funds and core and flexible funding to women’s rights organisations and using “innovative and tested mechanisms to reach local WROs, such as women’s funds.”

Gender Action for Peace and Security (GAPS UK) calls for women’s rights organisations to “be funded with core, long-term, flexible funding for their self-defined priorities as they adapt their work in the short and long term to deal with the gendered impact of COVID-19.”

AWID also calls for funders and policymakers at state level and in multilateral institutions to prioritise core, multi-year, flexible funding to feminist movements and community-led organisations, and to eliminate any barriers to accessing resources from domestic and international sources.

The Feminist Response to COVID-19 also demands that funding is directed to women’s rights organisations and movements.
ActionAid advocates for investment in women-led analysis and research to guide immediate and longer-term response measures, as well as support for women-led response efforts like channelling resources directly to local women-led actors.84

**Additional funding to address violence against women and girls**

Policy demands also call for the allocation of additional resources to address violence against women and girls during and after the pandemic, such as in COVID-19 national response plans.

A statement coordinated by the Feminist Alliance for Rights includes a demand “to increase resourcing for nongovernmental organisations that respond to domestic violence and provide assistance — including shelter, counselling and legal aid — to survivors”.85

The collective website Feminist Response to COVID-19 also calls for the scaling-up and resourcing of essential services and mechanisms for reporting and responding to all forms of violence against women and girls, “including through public awareness campaigns to highlight hotlines, crisis centres, shelters and legal aid”.86

IWDA calls for “additional funding to meet the increased demand on [ending violence against women] services and support them to remain open where safe to do so, or to adapt service provision to be delivered through alternative means”.87

The Count Me In Consortium advocates for governments and funders to “treat GBV services as essential (including recognising GBV-response work as an essential, basic service) and fund women’s rights organisations to address the alarming increase in violence”.88

IWRAW AP calls for state parties to maintain access to services for women and girls affected by violence and “establish adequate and appropriate support services for survivors of domestic and gender-based violence, such as hotline services for remote assistance and functional safe shelters”.89

### 4.2 Understanding the impact of policy responses on women in all their diversity

In order to ensure that policy responses have a transformative impact on gender equality it is critical to assess and monitor the impact of policy decisions on women in all their diversity. Intersectional data is crucial to understanding the impact of economic policy decisions and COVID-19 resilience strategies and adjusting as needed. Worryingly, however, some governments have actually decreased data collection in the context of the pandemic. The UK government, for example, suspended collection of data on the gender pay gap because it was deemed non-essential.90

**Policy proposals**

Feminist organisations and networks have called upon governments to collect data that is disaggregated by sex but also by geographic location, economic income, ethnicity,
religion and other characteristics as well as ensuring the inclusion of qualitative data in their data sets. For example, the Gender and COVID-19 Working Group recommends that “pandemic responses should be underpinned by data that is disaggregated by sex and other markers of inequity at the national and sub-national level. This data should be made public and used in decision making”.

The GATJ Tax and Gender Working Group calls for the High-Level Panel on International Financial Accountability, Transparency and Integrity for Achieving the 2030 Agenda (FACTI) to support collection of data disaggregated by the multiple and layered dimensions of group and individual identities, wherever they are pertinent to impact assessments on tax, expenditure, resource allocation and development and implementation of human rights instruments like the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).

IWRAW AP advocates that the CEDAW committee should call on all states to apply gender-based analysis to all economic stimulus and recovery policies and packages.

The Deliver for Good Campaign calls for the collection, analysis, and leveraging of sex- and age-disaggregated data in order to drive policies that benefit all and ensure accountability and inclusive, representative implementation. The Campaign is also advocating for gender and age facilities or markers in all policy and funding vehicles for COVID-19, as well as future development, health and economic packages.

The 2X Challenge and Gender Finance Collaborative (a commitment mechanism for DFIs from G7 countries) calls for “investment in solutions to better collect, review and share gender-disaggregated data (and other data that can shed light on issues of intersectionality) with other DFIs and investors to monitor the effectiveness of rapid and longer-term interventions and improve the response to future crises”.

The OECD recommends gender budgeting, gender and intersectional analysis of all policy and structural adjustments, and measures to increase the role and numbers of women and women’s agencies in decision-making processes, including around prevention and response to COVID-19.

The UN also advocates for the integration of a gender assessment in all country assessments to understand the impact of COVID-19 on women and girls, including economic impact, and how to address it effectively.

UN Women has developed a technical brief to support governments to undertake gender responsive budgeting in the context of COVID-19, gender impact assessment, issuing a gender budget statement, a mechanism for parliamentary scrutiny, real-time expenditure tracking systems and a gender audit of expenditures by the state auditing institution.
4.3 Reprioritising national spending

The redirection of existing government budgets is also proposed as a way to raise revenue to address the COVID-19 pandemic and recovery in a people- and planet-centred way.

Policy proposals

The Feminist Response to COVID-19 calls for the reduction and redirection of national and global military budgets to generate the resources to address the pandemic.\(^{101}\)

IWRAW AP also calls for this redirection of military expenditure.\(^{102}\)

AWID calls for redirecting taxes and stimulus packages away from corporate bailouts, military expenditures and physical infrastructure mega-projects.\(^{103}\)

The Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation calls on states “to prioritise funding which builds human security, including health, social security and employment opportunities, over military spending”.\(^{104}\)

Women’s Environment and Development Organization (WEDO) and Women Engage for a Common Future (WECF) also call for the reduction and redirection of national and global military budgets.\(^{105}\)

5. Raising resources

Any hope of a just and equitable economic recovery requires an immediate end to the drain of resources caused by debt repayments from countries in the Global South, alongside longer-term measures like fairer trade and investment regimes. To that end, more than 500 organisations and academics from 87 countries, including DAWN, issued a statement arguing that immediate steps, such as debt cancellation and restructuring, are critical to ensure the financial health of countries to respond to the pandemic. In the medium- and longer term, recovery efforts should include substantial measures such as new progressive international tax policies and curbing illicit financial flows and other tax abuses.\(^{106}\)

5.1 Debt and austerity

Debt cancellation is a key policy demand advanced by women’s rights organisations, international organisations and global coalitions in the COVID-19 context. It is estimated that cancellation of external debt payments in 2020 for 69 countries, classified by the IMF as lower income economies and for which data is available, would save US$19.5 billion in external debt payments to bilateral and multilateral lenders and US$6 billion to private lenders in 2020 alone. Extended to 2021, it would save a further US$18.7 billion in multilateral and bilateral payments and US$6.2 billion in payments to private lenders.\(^{107}\)

At the same time, there are also concerns that increased lending is being used to impose new conditionalities. #AllWomenWork Global Campaign Statement notes, the
response of the IMF, World Bank and G20 “has been to double down on the very conditionalities that will prevent States from pursuing the macroeconomic policies required to mitigate the economic, political, and social devastation of the COVID-19 pandemic”.108

Policy proposals

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement includes debt cancellation as a priority. It calls on African governments to reject conditionalities on financial assistance, and specifically conditions related to privatisation of key services and private sector deregulation.109

Feminist Response to COVID-19 also calls for the cancellation of all outstanding sovereign debt of developing countries to create the fiscal space for immediate emergency responses. Alongside this, there must be a shift in “the liquidity needs responses of international and regional financial institutions, such as the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, from the extension of ‘loans’ – to be repaid through conditional austerity measures – to grants that target domestic social welfare and the provision of public goods and services”.110

An alliance of over 500 organisations have called on the IMF “to stop promoting austerity and instead support policies that advance gender justice, reduce inequality, and put people and planet first”.111

WoMin and CADTM call for public and private external debt, as well as public domestic debt, to be cancelled, arguing that IFIs, private creditors, states of the Global North and China should “take note of the current health, economic and political situation in Africa, recognize their responsibilities and accept without concession the call for debt cancellation by African peoples and African States”.112

The Women’s Major Group demands the cancellation of all outstanding sovereign debt of low- and middle-income countries.113

The Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and Development (APWLD) also calls for debt work-out and/or cancellation.114

The Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development proposes that the UN should take the lead to move towards systematic debt restructuring, including agreement on a multilateral sovereign debt workout mechanism, with post-COVID-19 debt relief and restructuring that consider long-term financing needs for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), climate, human rights and gender equality commitments.115

ActionAid calls on governments to “immediately suspend debt payments in order to finance domestic responses to COVID-19 and renegotiate debt servicing for the future so that it does not exceed 12% of national budgets”.116
PSI has advocated for “the introduction of debt relief and debt restructuring for the most vulnerable economies … as well as the removal of conditionalities such as labour market liberalisation, privatisation or tax breaks for the most wealthy from loans provided to countries”. 117

ITUC’s proposed social contract includes an extension of debt relief for the poorest and most vulnerable countries to two years, with the only conditionality being investment in the SDGs. 118

Feminist organisations and networks have also supported global advocacy demands for extensive debt cancellations in the context of COVID-19 including the signatories of the Heads of State and Government Meeting open letter, calling for extensive debt cancellations and the establishment of a sovereign debt workout mechanism at the UN that would comprehensively address unsustainable and illegitimate debt. 119 Another open statement, this time by 205 networks and organisations, called for cancellation of all external debt payments due to be made in 2020 by countries in the Global South as well as the provision of emergency additional finance which does not create additional debt. 120 This statement also includes specific demands in the absence of a wider, multilaterally agreed debt cancellation; advocates for the creation through the UN of a systematic, comprehensive and enforceable process for sovereign debt restructuring; and calls on the IMF to introduce clear guidelines on when a debt is unsustainable and follow its policy only to lend to countries with unsustainable debts if there is a default or debt restructuring. 121

A letter from the International Chamber of Commerce, ITUC and Global also calls on G20 finance ministers to increase the debt relief provided through the G20’s the Debt Service Suspension Initiative (DSSI). 122

An October 2020 open letter, endorsed by more than 550 civil society organisations and targeting the IMF and World Bank annual meetings and G20 Finance Ministers meeting, demanded immediate and unconditional debt cancellation, including debts to bilateral, private and multilateral lenders, for the next four years. The letter called on the G20 to support moves by any country to stop making payments on debt to private external lenders, and for these resources to be used for healthcare, social protection and other essential services and rights, as well as for urgent climate action. It also advocated for the creation through the UN of a systematic, comprehensive and enforceable process for sovereign debt restructurings as well as reparations for the damages caused to countries, peoples and nature due to the contracting, use and payment of unsustainable and illegitimate debts and the conditions imposed to guarantee their collection. This letter is signed by numerous feminist organisations including AWID, DAWN, APWLD, FEMNET and GADN. 123

**Special drawing rights**

The SDRs are a mechanism the IMF can use to increase national governments access to cash reserves - or liquidity. They have the advantage of being unconditional. 124 The Heads of State and Government Meeting open letter calls for a liquidity injection
commensurate with the level of need among developing countries through a new allocation of SDRs, combined with reallocation of unused ones.\textsuperscript{125}

The Women's Working Group on Financing for Development calls for progress on a new and large issuance of SDRs to boost liquidity in especially middle-income countries.\textsuperscript{126} A civil society statement to the IMF calls for the issuing of a new allocation of SDRs.\textsuperscript{127} The ITUC also calls on the IMF to increase finance available to poorer countries through the issuing of (SDRs).\textsuperscript{128}

5.2 Tax

Corporate tax abuse and other forms of illicit financial flows drain resources that are crucial to challenging inequalities, particularly gender inequality.\textsuperscript{129} Every year, developing countries lose between US$50 and US$100 billion in public revenue as a result.\textsuperscript{130} In addition, in order to attract foreign investment, governments tend towards tax terms that favour abuse. Research by FEMNET provides an example in Sierra Leone, where international companies were granted tax exemptions amounting to US$224 million in 2012, equivalent to 55 per cent of government revenues, eight times the health budget and seven times the education budget.\textsuperscript{131}

Policy proposals

Domestic reform

A key policy demand is a new approach to taxation domestically, with progressive taxation to fund public budgets and resource public services as part of COVID-19 recovery. Ensuring corporations pay fair taxes can also increase the resources available to governments, particularly tackling tax avoidance and tax evasion such as illicit financial flows.\textsuperscript{132}

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement demands progressive tax policies that target transnational corporations to pay their taxes, in order to address the African tax deficit and meet the needs of African people. This is noted as “critical for African revenue raising if economic recovery from COVID-19 beyond the short and medium term is to be realized, and our external debt reliance is to be decreased”.\textsuperscript{133}

WoMin and CADTM call on the G20 and other powerful countries to commit to closing all loopholes for tax evasion, trade mis-invoicing, unlawful transfer pricing and the corruption of government officials by corporations headquartered in their territories.\textsuperscript{134} The Feminist Response to COVID-19 includes a demand for “special taxes on financial flows, short-term speculative currency, financial transactions, and concentration of wealth to serve as the basis to raise the necessary public resources to face the current crises”.\textsuperscript{135}

WEDO and WECF also advocate for special taxes on short-term speculative currency and other financial transactions, excessive capital gains, and concentration of wealth,
as well as introducing country-by-country reporting of taxes for all transnational corporations.136

APMDD notes that “women increasingly shell out a bigger share of their income to indirect taxes such as consumption taxes like value-added taxes which exert a gender bias because of women’s different consumption patterns”. This violates CEDAW and national laws on gender equality. At the same time, “tax revenues or revenues foregone from illicit financial flows can and should be mobilized to fund critical and essential services women need and support other measures needed to address inequalities”. APMDD therefore calls for governments to:

- Reduce unfair tax burdens on women and adopt progressive and gender just taxation, including repealing regressive consumption taxes such as value-added taxes or goods and services taxes.
- Remove gender bias and discrimination in tax policies and laws.
- Ensure tax and fiscal policies recognise and serve to represent, reduce and redistribute unpaid care work.
- Increase allocation of tax revenues for gender responsive social services.
- Stop illicit financial flows and harmful tax practices that facilitate tax avoidance and tax evasion and are biased towards wealthy countries, multinational corporations and the wealthy.137

ActionAid’s Who Cares for the Future report calls on governments to set ambitious targets for increasing tax to GDP ratios, targeting an increase of 5 per cent in the coming few years and an increase of 10 per cent by 2030 with a focus on a fair corporate tax as well as increasing taxes on the income, capital, land and property of the wealthy. ActionAid draws on a comparison with the post-World War II years, where tax rates for the highest earners were usually above 80 per cent and often over 90 per cent.138

The Global Alliance for Tax Justice’s Make Taxes Work for Women campaign also calls for governments to realise the macroeconomic commitments in the Beijing Declaration, which called on nations to “review and modify macroeconomic policies especially tax policies to address the structural causes of poverty and reduce gender inequality”, including through gender budgeting, to ensure that tax revenues are raised and spent in ways that promote gender equality.139 There is also a focus in policy demands on the potential of tax and fiscal policies to recognise, represent, reduce and redistribute unpaid care and domestic work (see section on the care economy).140

Global reform

In the COVID-19 context, there have also been calls for a global UN tax body as well as a UN tax convention to strengthen international cooperation on tax and curb illicit financial flows and loopholes, which facilitate tax avoidance (see section on economic governance section).

New global taxes are also proposed including a financial transactions tax, a digital tax and a wealth tax. See, for example, ITUC’s social contract proposal and AWID’s call for
“special taxes on the financial transactions of pandemic profiteers such as the ‘big tech’ and e-commerce sectors that have benefitted exponentially from the COVID-19 crisis”.¹⁴¹ A civil society statement on this topic also calls on the IMF to stop promoting austerity and urges it to promote progressive tax reforms such as taxes on wealth and the excess profits of large corporations.¹⁴²

A global minimum corporate tax rate has also been proposed by groups like APMDD, which advocates for “a global minimum corporate tax rate that is sufficient to fund quality public services and universal social protection, including universal health coverage, but without any country being pressured to reduce their existing corporate tax rate”.¹⁴³ Alongside this, APMDD recommends taxing multinational companies as a single entity to prevent profits being shifted to low- and zero-tax countries, as well as levying excess profits taxes on multinational firms, especially those profiting from the crisis.¹⁴⁴

Details of these potential tax reforms are clearly articulated by PSI:

- “Increase rates of corporate taxes to 50% for those making excess profits i.e. above 5%. At a time when companies are failing, public services are underfunded, and workers are making sacrifices, those companies which are making excess profits have a moral and economic obligation to contribute to the recovery. Unlike other taxes or levies, a tax on excess profits cannot make struggling businesses more vulnerable as they are only levied on profits already generated, and at excess levels. Struggling companies would pay no more tax but would benefit from the fiscal stimulus provided by ensuring excess profits are immediately redirected to fiscal stimulus.

- “Introduce a digital services tax immediately so that those tech companies which have made massive profits, previously avoided tax and stockpiled cash in tax havens (and are now making even more profit because of the confinement, i.e. Netflix, Amazon, etc.) pay their fair share immediately. Many countries wanted to introduce such taxes but were persuaded to wait until the outcomes of the OECD BEPS process. The BEPS process is now not able to provide a credible proposal, and certainly not in the timeframe required for urgent fiscal repair. All countries should be urged to introduce them immediately as a revenue raising tool.

- “No financial bailout measures should be made to any company that does not provide a public CBCR (country by country report), nor any that operates through tax havens. The response to the GFC and the recent tax giveaways in the USA show that without these measures many companies will redirect these benefits to shareholders, directors and management and not use them to protect employment and employees’ conditions.”¹⁴⁵

These taxes provide an alternative to consumption taxes (such as value-added taxes) and austerity measures, which reinforce income and gender inequality by placing the tax burden on those who are least able to pay.¹⁴⁶
The Financial Transparency Coalition calls for tax transparency measures like automatic information exchange, public beneficial ownership of legal entities and arrangements, and public country-by-country reporting. The Coalition also recommends using mechanisms like the SWIFT financial transaction system, by which most cross-border financial flows are channelled, to document and track them in the name of accountability.\(^{147}\)

### 5.3 Trade and foreign investment

The Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development and the Civil Society Financing for Development Group note how “the current trade and investment framework has played a major role both in intensifying this crisis and in constraining governments from responding adequately to it”. Factors including policy constraints on importation and exportation of goods, services and capital, profit-driven intellectual property regimes (including access to medical instruments and vaccines), and heavy import dependence for critical goods and services are all factors creating gendered consequences.\(^{148}\)

As the Gender and Trade Coalition describes, common trade and investment policy responses aim to increase the numbers of and roles for women in the free flow of capital, resources and labour, an approach that fails to address “any adverse discriminatory and exploitative consequences of the global, rules based neoliberal order on women’s human rights”.\(^{149}\)

### Policy proposals

The Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development has called for governments, especially from developing and least developed countries:

“to retain maximum policy flexibility in their trade and investment policies so that they are free to develop their economic policies in the immediate future based on their development needs. This means: no negotiations or signing of any binding trade and investment agreements including at the WTO, a moratorium on Investor-State-Dispute-Settlement (ISDS) cases, and non-implementation or violation of current trade and investment commitments, including Intellectual property rights rules through the TRIPS and TRIPS plus agreements, if these conflict with public policy objectives including economic and health objectives, during the pandemic”.\(^{150}\)

The Gender and Trade Coalition’s statement sets out key policy demands in relation to gender and trade:\(^{151}\)

- “Trade policies must affirm the primacy of governments’ human rights obligations under the UN Charter and international treaties and customary laws. Should trade policies diminish state capacity to meet human rights obligations, including the right to development, they must be modified.
- “…trade rules must not increase protections for multi-national corporations but must increase accountability of corporations who commit grave human rights
violations, rather than provide corporations with unique recourse when judicial systems hold them accountable.

- “…to meet sustainable development needs, trade policies should ensure the widest possible access to essential medicines, technologies and data and information, rather than restrict access…”
- “Trade rules should expand and not limit governments’ capacities for broad-based and decent job creation based on living wages, especially for women.
- “Trade rules should support governments to develop pro-poor policies and access to food including through the provision of food subsidies, public stockholdings and through providing preferential support to local, especially small-scale, women producers.
- “…trade rules should support, not discourage, the growth of public spending on and ownership of public goods and services essential for human rights and the reduction and redistribution of women’s disproportionate burden of unpaid care work. These include food, water and sanitation, energy, infrastructure, transport, early childcare and education, healthcare services—rather than encourage privatisation.
- “…powerful vested interests should be prevented from influencing trade policies or providing financial support to political parties where they stand to benefit from the outcomes of trade negotiations. Instead trade policies should be developed democratically and facilitate informed participation in decision and consent processes by representative organizations of those most potentially impacted, such as women farmers, women workers, and Indigenous women.”

The Feminist Response to COVID-19 calls for “suspension of bi-, pluri- and multilateral trade and investment agreements, because of their pressure to undermine states’ capacity to regulate businesses to protect public interest by means of investor-state dispute settlement clauses, leading towards the lowest common denominator on labour rights, environmental protection, and current restrictions under intellectual property rights and service provisions that affect people’s right to health”. 152

The Women’s Major Group advocates for an end to “unfair trade agreements that push reducing funding for and privatising public services and the investor-state dispute settlement that impose corporates’ interests, extort public money and erode domestic policy space needed to advance sustainable development and the enjoyment of human rights”. 153 An open letter to trade ministries and the World Trade Organisation, coordinated by the Civil Society Financing for Development Group and supported by over 400 endorsers including feminist organisations, calls for all trade and investment treaty negotiations to cease during the COVID-19 outbreak and a refocus on medical supplies and saving lives. 154

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement calls for direct support to small-holder farmers across Africa to bolster localised food supply chains. At the same time, “the colonial legacy of resource extraction” through export-facing trade practices must cease. 155
The Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development advocates for a global ban on short selling among all markets and increased regulation of high-frequency trading. Alongside this, the group proposes “a global agreement on the importance of capital account management to prevent capital flight, limit speculative trading and arrest declines in currency and asset prices”.

5.4 Overseas development aid

Some groups are also calling for increased overseas development aid (ODA) in order to provide governments with the resources they need to promote gender equality and women’s rights.

Policy proposals

For example, the Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development calls on Development Assistance Community (DAC) members to immediately reverse the decline in ODA as a share of gross national income by fulfilling and where possible exceeding the 0.7 per cent target for ODA in the form of unconditional grants and technical support.

Alternatives to replace ODA have also been proposed: WoMin and CADTM call for official development assistance to be replaced with unconditional contributions as reparations, including the settlement of the ecological and climate debt owed towards the countries of the Global South, and funded by imposing taxes or fines on the corporations responsible for the pollution.

6. Supporting women’s meaningful engagement in post-COVID-19 recovery

In order to shape the post COVID-19 economic future, women’s rights organisations and networks working on economic justice advocate for the inclusion of women’s voices, skills, experience and leadership in the recovery strategies and decision-making. Participants in a JASS dialogue on learning from the crisis agreed that “feminist movements have answers to the current crisis that they have been developing over decades including valuing care work and building care communities, confronting militarism, [and] establishing more respectful relations with each other and the planet”. However, while women have been on the frontlines of global COVID-19 responses, they only represent an average of 24 per cent of national-level decision-making bodies on COVID-19.

Policy proposals

In a survey conducted by APWLD with member organisations to document demands in relation to feminist responses to the pandemic, members called for “feminist spaces and measures to ensure women’s meaningful engagement in decision making processes”.
The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement demands that the recovery process move “beyond just including ‘expert economists’ to also include groups which have been thus far marginalized by the current economic model”. AWID’s Feminist Bailout Manifesto calls for “feminist voices and experiences from all communities – particularly marginalized and underrepresented ones – to be recognized as experts in decision-making platforms”.

WoMin advocates for “women’s organisations and movements [to be] fully engaged in planning and rolling out the COVID-19 emergency response, as well as in discussions on the reforms and development pathways to be pursued in the post-COVID-19 reconstruction effort”.

The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group recommends that women-led organisations, feminist academics and women’s experiences and ideas be “at the centre of recovery efforts in government bodies, official consultations and online spaces”.

The Count Me In Consortium also calls for an increase in the number of women in decision-making on all aspects of the COVID-19 response, including in fiscal and financial processes.

ActionAid is also advocating for an increase in women’s representation and power in COVID-19 decision-making spaces and structures at all levels, including government planning and recovery mechanisms, programme design and humanitarian cluster mechanisms.

The Women’s Major Group posits that, “given the central role women and girls are playing in every aspect of the response to the COVID-19 crisis and the cross-cutting nature of gender equality for achieving the 2030 Agenda, all responses must put the realities and the human rights of women and girls at the centre”.

Meanwhile, the GATJ Tax and Gender Working Group has called for meaningful consultations and participation for women’s rights groups in their full diversity in all financing for development and climate preservation decisions. The Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation advocates for financial support plans to be drawn up “in dialogue with representatives from women’s rights organisations who know what measures could benefit and burden women respectively”.

The statement drafted by Women Enabled International and partners calls for women, girls and nonbinary or gender non-conforming persons with disabilities to be included in the design, implementation and monitoring of response efforts related to COVID-19. Feminist activists also call for “dialogue between feminist economics and the other economics and counter-hegemonic movements, such as ecology, small farmers movements, solidarity economy, food sovereignty and other forms of transformative economies that seek to break with the current model”.

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement demands that the recovery process move “beyond just including ‘expert economists’ to also include groups which have been thus far marginalized by the current economic model”. AWID’s Feminist Bailout Manifesto calls for “feminist voices and experiences from all communities – particularly marginalized and underrepresented ones – to be recognized as experts in decision-making platforms”.

WoMin advocates for “women’s organisations and movements [to be] fully engaged in planning and rolling out the COVID-19 emergency response, as well as in discussions on the reforms and development pathways to be pursued in the post-COVID-19 reconstruction effort”.

The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group recommends that women-led organisations, feminist academics and women’s experiences and ideas be “at the centre of recovery efforts in government bodies, official consultations and online spaces”.

The Count Me In Consortium also calls for an increase in the number of women in decision-making on all aspects of the COVID-19 response, including in fiscal and financial processes.

ActionAid is also advocating for an increase in women’s representation and power in COVID-19 decision-making spaces and structures at all levels, including government planning and recovery mechanisms, programme design and humanitarian cluster mechanisms.

The Women’s Major Group posits that, “given the central role women and girls are playing in every aspect of the response to the COVID-19 crisis and the cross-cutting nature of gender equality for achieving the 2030 Agenda, all responses must put the realities and the human rights of women and girls at the centre”.

Meanwhile, the GATJ Tax and Gender Working Group has called for meaningful consultations and participation for women’s rights groups in their full diversity in all financing for development and climate preservation decisions. The Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation advocates for financial support plans to be drawn up “in dialogue with representatives from women’s rights organisations who know what measures could benefit and burden women respectively”.

The statement drafted by Women Enabled International and partners calls for women, girls and nonbinary or gender non-conforming persons with disabilities to be included in the design, implementation and monitoring of response efforts related to COVID-19. Feminist activists also call for “dialogue between feminist economics and the other economics and counter-hegemonic movements, such as ecology, small farmers movements, solidarity economy, food sovereignty and other forms of transformative economies that seek to break with the current model”.

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement demands that the recovery process move “beyond just including ‘expert economists’ to also include groups which have been thus far marginalized by the current economic model”. AWID’s Feminist Bailout Manifesto calls for “feminist voices and experiences from all communities – particularly marginalized and underrepresented ones – to be recognized as experts in decision-making platforms”.

WoMin advocates for “women’s organisations and movements [to be] fully engaged in planning and rolling out the COVID-19 emergency response, as well as in discussions on the reforms and development pathways to be pursued in the post-COVID-19 reconstruction effort”.

The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group recommends that women-led organisations, feminist academics and women’s experiences and ideas be “at the centre of recovery efforts in government bodies, official consultations and online spaces”.

The Count Me In Consortium also calls for an increase in the number of women in decision-making on all aspects of the COVID-19 response, including in fiscal and financial processes.

ActionAid is also advocating for an increase in women’s representation and power in COVID-19 decision-making spaces and structures at all levels, including government planning and recovery mechanisms, programme design and humanitarian cluster mechanisms.

The Women’s Major Group posits that, “given the central role women and girls are playing in every aspect of the response to the COVID-19 crisis and the cross-cutting nature of gender equality for achieving the 2030 Agenda, all responses must put the realities and the human rights of women and girls at the centre”.

Meanwhile, the GATJ Tax and Gender Working Group has called for meaningful consultations and participation for women’s rights groups in their full diversity in all financing for development and climate preservation decisions. The Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation advocates for financial support plans to be drawn up “in dialogue with representatives from women’s rights organisations who know what measures could benefit and burden women respectively”.

The statement drafted by Women Enabled International and partners calls for women, girls and nonbinary or gender non-conforming persons with disabilities to be included in the design, implementation and monitoring of response efforts related to COVID-19. Feminist activists also call for “dialogue between feminist economics and the other economics and counter-hegemonic movements, such as ecology, small farmers movements, solidarity economy, food sovereignty and other forms of transformative economies that seek to break with the current model”.

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement demands that the recovery process move “beyond just including ‘expert economists’ to also include groups which have been thus far marginalized by the current economic model”. AWID’s Feminist Bailout Manifesto calls for “feminist voices and experiences from all communities – particularly marginalized and underrepresented ones – to be recognized as experts in decision-making platforms”.

WoMin advocates for “women’s organisations and movements [to be] fully engaged in planning and rolling out the COVID-19 emergency response, as well as in discussions on the reforms and development pathways to be pursued in the post-COVID-19 reconstruction effort”.

The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group recommends that women-led organisations, feminist academics and women’s experiences and ideas be “at the centre of recovery efforts in government bodies, official consultations and online spaces”.

The Count Me In Consortium also calls for an increase in the number of women in decision-making on all aspects of the COVID-19 response, including in fiscal and financial processes.

ActionAid is also advocating for an increase in women’s representation and power in COVID-19 decision-making spaces and structures at all levels, including government planning and recovery mechanisms, programme design and humanitarian cluster mechanisms.

The Women’s Major Group posits that, “given the central role women and girls are playing in every aspect of the response to the COVID-19 crisis and the cross-cutting nature of gender equality for achieving the 2030 Agenda, all responses must put the realities and the human rights of women and girls at the centre”.

Meanwhile, the GATJ Tax and Gender Working Group has called for meaningful consultations and participation for women’s rights groups in their full diversity in all financing for development and climate preservation decisions. The Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation advocates for financial support plans to be drawn up “in dialogue with representatives from women’s rights organisations who know what measures could benefit and burden women respectively”.

The statement drafted by Women Enabled International and partners calls for women, girls and nonbinary or gender non-conforming persons with disabilities to be included in the design, implementation and monitoring of response efforts related to COVID-19. Feminist activists also call for “dialogue between feminist economics and the other economics and counter-hegemonic movements, such as ecology, small farmers movements, solidarity economy, food sovereignty and other forms of transformative economies that seek to break with the current model”.
The ILO recommends “proactive measures that increase the participation and representation of different groups of women in decision-making bodies, including in labour relations, social dialogue, including collective bargaining, and social partner institutions”.173

The Deliver for Good campaign, initiated by Women Deliver with over 400 supporting organisations across 50 countries, demands a guarantee for inclusive and diverse representation in decision-making and leadership for COVID-19 response and recovery.174 Likewise, UN Women and the W20 have urged G20 Finance Ministers and central bank governors to ensure women’s active participation and leadership in COVID-19 response and beyond.175

IWDA calls for resourcing for multilateral bodies to prioritise the engagement of civil society in multilateral forums by “consulting with civil society on access requirements and safety concerns, especially for women human rights defenders; providing financial and technological assistance to Global South women’s rights organisations; and prioritising transparency and inclusivity”.176

Increased meaningful engagement with civil society should also be built into the processes of IFIs. For example, Kvinna till Kvinna advocates for a scale-up in the IMF and World Bank’s civil-society engagement in countries, including mandatory consultation for any Article IV report with experts such as women’s rights groups and labour unions.177

Supporting movement building is also a key demand articulated by women’s rights organisations to influence macroeconomic reform in the wake of COVID-19. AWID’s principles for a just economy highlight the importance of strong and diverse feminist and cross-movement solidarity to make change happen: “building collective power through movements helps convert the struggle for human rights, equality and justice into a political force for change that cannot be ignored”.178

APWLD members also voiced a key demand to strengthen solidarity and care within feminist movements and between peoples’ movements.179 Similarly, Awino Okech, a prominent feminist academic and activist from Kenya, stressed that feminists need to create stronger narratives in the context of the pandemic and engage in transnational solidarity led by activists from the Global South.180

7. Global economic governance

Creating a just COVID-19 recovery depends on reform of the existing global financial architecture, including new measures for corporate accountability. These changes are seen as integral to driving the taxation, trade and investment and debt reform discussed above.
7.1 International financial architecture

The coronavirus crisis and resulting economic downturn have made clear that fundamental steps need to be taken to regulate and reform the international financial architecture. At least to some extent, they have also created new political impetus for such steps.\(^\text{181}\)

Policy proposals

The Count Me In Consortium calls on governments and funders to “take seriously the need for policy coherence across aid, development and trade policies, and [to] support calls for change of the global financial architecture coming from the Global South”.\(^\text{182}\) In the context of a sovereign debt workout mechanism, the Spotlight Report calls for an institution “that makes independent and binding decisions on sovereign debt restructurings based on objective criteria and is able to enforce it in an impartial manner”. The report also supports an intergovernmental tax body, with a strong mandate and universal membership, to be created under the auspices of the UN where all countries have a seat at the table and equal say in determining international tax rules.\(^\text{183}\)

This call for an intergovernmental tax body has widespread support – in a webinar organised by the GATJ Tax and Gender Working Group and the Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development, expert speakers all endorsed such a plan – and there is also demand for a UN tax convention.\(^\text{184}\) The Tax and Gender Working Group also supports calls for establishment of a UN Tax Convention and Tax Commission that is transparent, coherent and promotes sustainable equality for all and climate security.\(^\text{185}\)

The Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development calls for “a truly universal, intergovernmental process at the UN to comprehensively address tax havens and illicit financial flows, including tax avoidance by multinational corporations”.\(^\text{186}\)

APMDD also calls for a global tax body under the auspices of the UN that can support the global reconstruction strategy.\(^\text{187}\) A statement from 610 civil society organisations from 18 constituencies and 38 countries across Asia and the Pacific recommends a global tax body capable of ensuring corporations are taxed as single entities with those taxes distributed fairly across countries.\(^\text{188}\)

The Women’s Major Group also supports a global tax body.\(^\text{189}\) The Heads of State and Government Meeting open letter also calls for a UN tax convention to comprehensively address tax havens, tax abuse by multinational corporations and other illicit financial flows through a universal, intergovernmental process at the UN.\(^\text{190}\)

The Financial Transparency Coalition proposes that this tax body could be achieved by the UN Committee of Experts in Tax Matters being upgraded into an intergovernmental funded body.\(^\text{191}\)
Advocacy efforts are also calling for an International Economic Reconstruction and Systematic Reform Summit under the auspices of the UN. This demand is supported by the Women’s Working Group on Financing for Development and the Feminist Response to COVID-19. The Heads of State and Government Meeting open letter also supports a potential summit to move towards a new global economic architecture “that works for the people and planet”. Notably, at the Finance Ministers Meeting on 8 September 2020, Jamaica called for the UN to convene such a conference.

In relation to regional architecture, Eurodad calls on policymakers in the post-COVID-19 recovery “to embark on an ambitious effort to rethink the role and place of Development Financial Institutions (DFIs) in the development finance landscape”. Eurodad outlines three priorities for this process:

- “Reorientation of DFIs to go beyond a focus on economic growth and prioritise investments that promote a sustainable and inclusive economy focussed on development returns rather than financial returns.
- Going beyond “do no harm” to be transformative, including promoting gender equality and women’s rights and making sure investments are gender inclusive.
- Improving governance in terms of human rights obligations, stakeholder engagement and accountability.”

7.2 Corporate accountability

Tax abuses by multinational corporations have impacted negatively on economies, including undermining the potential of taxes to address economic injustices and to resource public services like education, health, and social protection.

Policy proposals

The Feminist Response to COVID-19 includes demands that corporate lobbying and undue influence on government responses end, with a focus instead on “supporting the well-being of all people, especially the most marginalised and at risk, rather than on large corporate bailouts”.

APWLD advocates for corporate bailout packages to be eliminated on the basis that they prioritise corporate wellbeing over human and environmental rights. Others like IWRAW AP demand that business bailouts should be conditional on gender-responsive action, specifically closing the gender pay gap.

The Financial Transparency Coalition calls for measures to increase corporate accountability, including publishing corporate structures and providing subsidiary accounts. The Coalition advocates that these should be combined with tax transparency measures like automatic information exchange, public beneficial ownership of legal entities and arrangements and public country-by-country reporting. In addition, existing mechanisms to document flows of finance and could underpin the accountability, as discussed above.
The ITUC proposes that public/state support to businesses come with conditionalities that prevent tax havens or shareholder buy-back; support living wages and occupational health and safety guarantees, with COVID-19 classified as an occupational disease; and institute social dialogue and just transition measures agreed with workers and their unions.²⁰⁰

AWID calls for states to put an end to trade and investment policies that put corporate interests above human rights, including stopping investor protection mechanisms, the most well-known of these being ISDS.²⁰¹ In March 2019, seven UN independent experts published a letter highlighting the ISDS mechanisms’ well-established incompatibility with international human rights law and encroachment on states’ fiscal space.²⁰²

The Financial Transparency Coalition has also called for ISDS reform, arguing that these mechanisms often violate state sovereignty and threaten social, economic and political rights. The Coalition therefore demands that, “any dispute resolution mechanisms … be public, transparent and accountable to all parties”.²⁰³

APMDD demands that public money not be diverted into paying ISDS awards or legal fees to fight a claim when such funds are needed to save lives, jobs and livelihoods. Policy demands in relation to ISDS include:

- “permanently restrict the use of ISDS in all its forms in respect of claims regarding COVID-19 related measures”
- suspend all ISDS cases on any issue against any government while it is fighting COVID-19 crises
- ensure that no public money is spent paying corporations for ISDS awards during the pandemic
- stop negotiating, signing, and or ratifying any new agreements that include ISDS
- terminate existing agreements with ISDS, ensuring that “survival clauses” do not allow cases to be brought subsequently.”²⁰⁴

8. A new macroeconomic model

A just economic recovery requires deliberate shifts in policy, based on an understanding of the impact of economic decision-making on the lives of women in all their diversity and shaped by a rights-based framework. Ultimately, a really transformative approach requires re-thinking the essential purpose of economic activity and the goals of society.

8.1 Implementing feminist economic recovery plans

Hawaii’s development of a feminist economic recovery plan, written by the Hawaii State Commission on the Status of Women in collaboration with feminist organisations and collectives, demonstrates an option for governments globally.²⁰⁵ It contains key principles and guidelines to ensure a gender- and socially responsive recovery and
includes recommendations in relation to avoiding fiscal consolidation measures; supporting displaced workers from the tourist industry and women’s access to jobs and capital; COVID-19 response funds for the Native community; funding for informal caregivers, healthcare, housing and public services; and a plan to diversify the economy by investing public funds in social services, improving deficits in maternal and neonatal health care in Hawaii, and addressing gender-based violence.\textsuperscript{206}

**Policy proposals**

The Women’s Major Group calls for governments to “create, implement, and resource human rights-based, gender-responsive COVID-19 recovery plans that first and foremost target the most marginalized groups and are designed to eradicate inequalities”. These plans should take a whole-of-government approach and meaningfully engage feminist-, women- and youth-led organisations in the design, implementation, monitoring and review of recovery plans.\textsuperscript{207}

A statement, endorsed by more than 1600 individuals and women’s networks and organisations from more than 100 countries, also demands that states adopt a feminist policy to address the extraordinary challenges posed by the pandemic in a manner that is consistent with human rights standards and principles.\textsuperscript{208}

APWLD members also call for feminist responses that are women- and people-centred, using intersectional analysis to map differentiated impacts on vulnerable groups.\textsuperscript{209}

Civil society has also worked to develop country-specific feminist economic recovery plans to influence governments. For example, a feminist economic recovery plan for Canada has been developed jointly by YWCA Canada and the Institute for Gender and the Economy at the University of Toronto’s Rotman School of Management.\textsuperscript{210} Femme Fiscale has developed a Feminist Economic Recovery Plan for Austria.\textsuperscript{211} In Northern Ireland, the Women’s Policy Group Northern Ireland has formulated its own COVID-19 Feminist Recovery Plan.\textsuperscript{212} In Chile, the Coordinadora Feminista 8M issued a document entitled *Feminist Emergency Plan in the Face of the Coronavirus Crisis*.\textsuperscript{213} In Wales, Chwarae Teg has also developed a feminist economic recovery plan for Wales.\textsuperscript{214} The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group has analysed the plans from Hawaii and Canada, producing lessons and recommendations for policymakers.\textsuperscript{215} The EWL has developed proposals for a financial solidarity plan for Europe in response to COVID-19.\textsuperscript{216} The UK Women’s Budget Group’s Commission on a Gender-Equal Economy advocates for “a caring economy’ as an alternative economic model which puts people and planet first”.\textsuperscript{217}

The International Association of Feminist Economists (IAFFE) also advocates for an alternative feminist approach. In a statement on universal social provisioning, IAFFE calls for “essential services such as food and housing to be accompanied by universal healthcare, public care services including child and elder care and education, strengthened labor protections, and rigorous safeguarding of the public interest. These measures will recover the purchasing power of individuals and households, particularly
those in vulnerable situations, boosting aggregate demand. Through international collaboration and appropriate macroeconomic policies, national governments should be enabled to expand their fiscal space and finance these investments.\textsuperscript{218}

UN Women has also developed a ten-point checklist for governments to guide a gendered response to the pandemic, together with a response to COVID-19 that includes policy advice and programmatic interventions.\textsuperscript{219}

International institutions could also articulate a feminist economic recovery plan. For example, a civil society statement aimed at the IMF advocates for a reorientation towards policies that support gender equality and reduce inequality. The statement also calls on the IMF to systematically assess the impacts of fiscal policy reforms on gender and economic inequality and reject those that have negative social impacts.\textsuperscript{220}

Feminist and women-led civil society groups called on the Director General of the World Health Organisation (WHO) to support member states in reaching gender parity in national and global taskforces on COVID-19 response; champion the collection and use of robust disaggregated data; and establish a working group on gender equality and COVID-19 with geographically diverse membership.\textsuperscript{221} Influencing the WHO to adopt a feminist economic agenda and, in turn, to influence others to do the same could be a means to demonstrate to IFIs and donor groups like the OECD the necessity of a feminist economic approach.\textsuperscript{222}

8.2 A human-rights based approach to macroeconomic policy

A human rights-based approach to macroeconomic policy, which prioritises the rights of the most marginalised, is a key policy demand across feminist organisations and coalitions. The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement notes that the fundamental right to equality (as guaranteed in all African constitutions) must

\begin{quote}
“underpin the vision and direction of any policy including economic and social policy around COVID-19 response and recovery. This necessarily means policy interventions and budgetary allocations that seek to reinforce rights for those most marginalized by current policies and thus more heavily affected by COVID-19 impacts including women broadly but also intersecting axes of structural marginalization including economic status/class, disability, HIV status, sexual orientation and gender identity.”\textsuperscript{223}
\end{quote}

Policy proposals

AWID, FEMNET and the Center for Women’s Global Leadership (CWGL), in their six feminist propositions for a just economy, declare their support for an alternative economic governance framework is based on applying human rights to macroeconomic policy. States have an obligation under international law to respect, protect and fulfill human rights and abide by human rights principles, including the economic and social rights of people within their jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{224} This has potentially important implications for governance of financial institutions and markets; for example, states have an obligation to use public expenditure in pursuit of human rights.\textsuperscript{225}
provides guidance on how to undertake an economic and social rights audit to identify applicable principles and relevant indicators to assess whether obligations are being met. CWGL has included example indicators for public expenditure and taxation in their analysis.226

The Tax and Gender Working Group notes that the UN’s Guiding Principles for human rights impact assessments for economic reform programmes provide a useful tool to assess the human rights implications of economic policy in times of crisis.227

8.3 Re-thinking the goals of economic policy

The European Network of Migrant Women writes that the pandemic has

“opened a window to re-evaluate our priorities as society and see clearly what yields benefits for the few, as opposed to prosperity for many. For us – feminist activists and allies – it opened the window to re-envision the world free from men’s violence, sexual objectification of women and girls, patriarchal corruption within institutions and global exploitation”.228

Nalu Faria of the Latin American Network of Women Transforming the Economy (REMTE) and the International Committee of the World March of Women argues that,

“our response must be comprehensive in proposing both a break from the rationale of capital and the construction of a new model. In feminist economics, we flag the need to put the sustainability of life at the centre … We need to think about what, how and for whom we are going to produce to respond to our needs. We must also take reproduction into account, as it is vital when considering domestic and care work”.229

GDP growth as a measure of any sort of progress is outdated and unfit for purpose, yet it has “relegated all other measures of human and sustainable development to peripheral importance”.230 Feminist proposals for an alternate macroeconomic approach posit new goals for economic policy that challenge this preoccupation with economic growth, arguing that “prescriptions in the name of ‘economic growth’ have done little more than entrench a system of lopsided wealth accumulation while leaving threadbare our collective mechanisms to cope with a mounting number of systemic shocks, disasters and crises”.231

Policy proposals

A de-growth model

AWID, FEMNET and CWGL’s propositions for a just economy suggests a “de-growth model with a shift towards a lower and sustainable level of production and consumption by downsizing resource- energy- and emission-intensive superfluous production, particularly in the North, and directing investments instead into the care sector, social infrastructure and environmental restoration”. Feminist de-growth theory argues that this also needs to “redefine and revalidate unpaid and paid, care and market labour to
overcome traditional gender stereotypes as well as the prevailing wage gaps and income inequalities that devalue care work".\textsuperscript{232} One way to do this is to develop effective alternative indicators of wellbeing, including social and economic equity and work-time data to demonstrate the importance of unpaid work for the economy.\textsuperscript{233}

The Feminist Degrowth Statement on the COVID-19 Pandemic calls for “the recognition, regeneration and strengthening of the spheres of social and ecological reproduction”; a caring economy that equitably re-values both paid and unpaid care work; North-South solidarity and the implementation of a global green New Deal; and debt cancellation and the refusal of austerity and structural adjustment.\textsuperscript{234}

ESCR-Net's global call to action demands alternative economic models “grounded on solidarity, cooperation, mutual support and participatory economies, which value the social contribution of care and other forms of work and the mutual well-being of people and nature”.\textsuperscript{235}

ActionAid’s \textit{Who Cares for the Future} report advocates for all governments to move away from the practice of measuring GDP to factor in progress on human rights and the SDGs, including unpaid care and domestic work, into national economic measurements and targets.\textsuperscript{236}

APWLD members also call for structural change, including dismantling neoliberal capitalism, which will arguably prolong the pandemic crisis.\textsuperscript{237}

At the same time, AWID notes the importance of recognising the plurality of economic models – community economies, informal economies and solidarity economies, amongst others – “and their potential for reimagining and reshaping the global economy”.\textsuperscript{238}

Eurodad advocates for DFIs to go beyond a narrow focus on economic growth and "prioritise investments that promote the transition to a sustainable and inclusive economy in developing countries. This requires a focus on development returns instead of financial returns."\textsuperscript{239}

\textbf{Feminist green economy}

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement contends that the outbreak of COVID-19 has demonstrated the clear link between health and environment, and calls on African governments to prioritise conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity for the benefit of communities who are custodians of these resources and whose livelihoods are directly dependent on natural resources.\textsuperscript{240}

WoMin points to the need for a just development agenda defended by and proposed by women, taking into account the "ways they produce food, conserve and steward natural resources, and take care of their families and communities. [This would constitute] a radically transformed way of living together in relations of care and harmony with nature".\textsuperscript{241}
The Feminist Agenda for a Green New Deal, a global coalition advocating for feminist principles to guide climate action, has developed guiding principles applicable for global advocacy:

- Requiring intersectional gender analysis across all actions.
- Systemically confronting exploitative and unsustainable production patterns and tackling these patterns through “engaged citizenship, movement building, organising with labor, public education, and mobilization aimed at transforming our economy to one grounded in justice, equity, rights, sustainability, and respect for nature and ecological balance”.
- Creating regenerative economies that “centre systemic, feminist alternatives and address inequalities in power and wealth while transitioning from fossil fuels to renewable energy”, including understanding that GDP is an insufficient and detrimental economic indicator and that alternatives are required that measure quality of life and well-being rather than production.
- Recognising that our society is constructed and dependent on care work, and it is valuable, low-carbon, community-based work that should be revalued and centred in our new economy.

The Gender and COVID-19 Working Group, drawing on analysis of the feminist economic recovery plans of Hawaii and Canada, notes that “a feminist recovery is aligned with a ‘green’ recovery and the two should be considered in conjunction”.

The International Women’s Health Coalition urges “banks and insurance companies to divest out of fossil fuels, and international finance institutions to withdraw from fossil fuel projects, while reinvesting in rights-based, gender-transformative, sustainable projects”.

AWID calls for states to push back against corporate influence over climate policy and advance gender-just, equitable and sustainable climate solutions.

The Women’s Earth and Climate Action Network International (WECAN) articulates that in order to ensure the long-term potential for a post-COVID economic recovery, “a reciprocal relationship between human needs and natural resources must be implemented in accordance with Indigenous knowledge of respect and reciprocity with the Earth and each other”.

Friends of the Earth contend that “we need to figure out a response to the crisis that permits distancing ourselves from the fossil fuel dependent economy and to foster a fair and just transition”. They note this must be built around the working classes and local communities, guaranteeing climate justice, the fundamental human right to energy and decommodification and nationalisation of energy.

WEDO calls for a feminist, green New Deal that would centre the right of access to clean air, water and land for all. This would “remediate gendered food insecurity and nutritional disparities by bolstering social safety nets that include healthy food access as a human right. It would invest in regenerative agriculture and food provision
strategies that transition away from extractive land practices that only fuel environmental degradation". 248

WEDO and WECF also call for “integrating Indigenous traditional knowledge and solutions to climate mitigation and adaptation and delivering support and benefits directly to Indigenous Peoples and local communities with their continuous, free prior and informed consent”. 249

Eurodad advocates that all the policies and operations of DFIs should be aligned with the Paris Agreement and actively contribute to the fight against climate change. 250

Notably, the Paris Development Bank’s statement on gender equality of November 2020 includes a commitment to gender-responsive climate response through a better alignment of gender equality with climate and biodiversity commitments. 251 This could provide an entry point to engage with other institutions on the relationship between gender equality and climate-related goals.

**Wellbeing**

A representative from the International Committee of the World March of Women describes how, “in feminist economics, we flag the need to put the sustainability of life at the centre, starting with well-being”. This requires a radical reorganisation of the model of production, consumption and reproduction, and “the need to think about what, how and for whom we are going to produce to respond to our needs”. 252

The African Feminist Post-COVID-19 Economic Recovery Statement notes that “it is necessary to consider responses that do not just seek to address direct impacts of COVID-19 but build the broader strength of health and social protection systems horizontally, acknowledging that this is fundamentally political, and about designing and sustaining systems for the wellbeing of the majority”. 253

The UK Women’s Budget Group’s Commission on a Gender-Equal Economy advocates for a caring economy, which means “simultaneously ensuring the achievement of gender equality, sustainability and wellbeing”. 254

Global Alliance for Green and Gender Action (GAGGA), a network of more than 400 mostly women-led grassroots organisations, describe the alternative economies they are creating centred on the wellbeing of all people and the planet over profit through more than 60 audio recordings. Actions include the community exchange of food, collective care, community financial support and collective community shopping. 255

Several countries have introduced wellbeing budgets. New Zealand, for example, introduced a wellbeing budget last year that suggests a four-day working week to mitigate rising unemployment, support a better work-life balance and boost local tourism. 256
9. Conclusion

In this briefing we have touched upon some of the many alternative proposals being generated by feminists in the Global South, as well as the Global North, in an attempt to spotlight the vast array of important work that is so often overlooked. The proposals demonstrate that there is a way to create better, more sustainable and just economies and societies post-pandemic. Practical examples further demonstrate that a just economic recovery may indeed be possible. What is required now is the political will to make these alternatives a reality, and the wisdom to listen to those who are providing the solutions.
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